CONDUIT DETAIL

SECTION A–A

Detector housing

Drill 1/4" in. dia. hole, insert rubber grommet & seal w/silicone. Insert 1" in. dia. conduit into grommet.

DETECTOR HOUSING DETAIL

DETAIL A
(INVERT FOR TOP CONDUIT JOINT)
TO BE USED IN DETECTOR HOUSING

DISCONNECT CONNECTOR KIT
TO BE USED IN DETECTOR HOUSING

Crimp connector
Fuseholder
Crimp connector

Use shrink tube to water proof connection

2" conduit
1" conduit

Spare wire used as ground to run continuously from signal indication to service point

DETECTOR HOUSING CONNECTIONS DETAIL

DETECTOR HOUSING CONNECTIONS DETAIL

3C/14 to handhole and service point
3C/14 to flashing beacon

3C/14 to handhole

SINGLE LANE ROADWAY

MULTI-LANE ROADWAY
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